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The Paradox BoxTM  Leveraging your Tax System and Tax Data 
Investing in an Integrated Tax Administration System (ITAS) is a risky endeavour, spanning several years, and requiring 
substantial investment in systems, hardware and capacity development. While results can be 
transformative for the tax department, the return on investment is far from guaranteed. The 
rationale of investing in a new ITAS needs to be sound. It requires serious preparation and 
involves a major change management program. Indeed, the most important factor is 
the readiness of the tax department to transform and this ground work can be 
prepared years before the implementation of the ITAS by widening 
the taxpayer base by identifying duplicates, cleansing poor data, 
standardising processes and adopting modern tax practices such 
as a risk-based approach, increasing revenues by collecting 
arrears, and finally introducing results-based 
management to supervisors and managers 
alike. By doing so, a tax department will see 
quick results and will pave the way for an 

eventual ITAS 
replacement. 

 

 

 

 

The Paradox Box™ is an interactive expert system dedicated to analyzing large sets of tax and customs data. It 
aims to assist Tax and Customs administrations by adding a software layer on top of their existing systems in 
order to leverage existing data and functionality. The Paradox Box™ also complements back-office tax systems 
by providing advanced functionalities for registration, data cleansing, identification of taxpayer duplicates, audit 
risk criteria, workflow and case management for audit and collection and, finally, dashboards and indicators 
with drill-down capabilities. 

The Paradox BoxTM is Configurable and Generic 

〉 Multilingual. It is being currently operated in English, French and Spanish, and can easily be translated into 
other languages. 

〉 Can be installed locally on a server as part of the organisation’s IT infrastructure, but also accessed from 
the internet cloud (directly from the internet with no local installation). Cloud deployments are strongly 
encouraged as they ensure lower costs, much higher reliability, accessibility, security, and unlimited 
processing power and storage. 

〉 Responsive design so that it can be comfortably accessed and operated on mobile devices such as 
smartphones or tablets. 

〉 Generic. Any type of indicator, for any type of data, can be configured. There is no prescription of format 
nor industry sector. 

〉 Database agnostic. Can load data from any system running on any custom system or database (e.g. Oracle, 
SQL Server), any REST-like API, and even from file sources in various formats, such as CSVs, etc. 

〉 Support Data Exports. All data can be exported from the system and be readable by MS Excel or any other 
kind of spreadsheet or database. 

〉 Role based allowing different users to be designated as Administrators, Auditor, Audit Managers, Team 
Leaders, etc. each role having its own accesses and privileges.  
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Its open architecture is designed to 
interface and integrate data from 
multiple sources, and then use this 
data for the purposes of the tax 
departments. The system currently 
integrates data from Customs (both 
Asycuda World and ++ versions), 
Treasury (Free balance system), and 
Tax Departments (SIGTAS and AGIR 
systems). The data from multiple 
data sources can then be cross-
referenced, mixed and mashed to 
display strategic information cutting 
across all the data. All information is 
accessible to users and managers 
depending on their roles and 
responsibilities. The Paradox Box™ is 
an alternative for tax departments 
in that it aims at extending the life 
of existing tax systems while 
simultaneously paving the way for 
an eventual ITAS replacement. It 
also delivers flexible, efficient 
functionality to fill identified 
operational and management information gaps in the short term.  

 

Manages your Registration Data Quality  Widens your Taxpayer Base 
Having a robust and complete taxpayer identification number (TIN) base is an essential requirement for a performing 
Tax or Customs administration. The taxpayer registry should not contain duplicates and each taxpayer should have 
complete and up-to-date registration data. The same TINs and registration data should be shared across all 
Government institutions involved with taxpayers (Tax, Customs, One-Stop-Shop, etc.).  

The TIN base is the fundamental bedrock on which the rest of the tax processes are built. It helps in preventing 
tax evasion, supports the enforcement process, and ultimately leads to increased national revenues. 

The Paradox Box™ helps Tax and Customs administrations in cleansing and widening their taxpayer base by 
providing advanced algorithms that identify duplicate taxpayers. It tracks registration records having 
incomplete, irregular, or suspicious data and flags these up for review and correction.  

We understand how this process can be time consuming and labour intensive. The Paradox Box™ simplifies and 
organizes the time-consuming process of identifying and prioritizing duplicate taxpayers and TINs with irregular 
registration data. By using its powerful embedded workflow engine, it structures and assists in the process of 
merging and cleansing this data from identifying duplicates or problematic TINs, all the way to assigning a case 
to an Officer (e.g. a taxpayer duplicate to investigate), giving the Supervisor the means to monitor progress and 
report on the results. 
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The Paradox Box™ can not only be configured to analyze and compare any fields but it can employ different 
algorithms and weightings depending on the type of contents in each field. Sets of fields can also be made to 
have different priority compared to other sets of fields. For example, it is not sufficient to have a similar/same 
address as another entity: if the two entities being compared have similar/same names AND similar/same 
addresses, it would be considered to be a much higher probability match than records that only have similar 
names.  

 
The matching algorithms give probabilities of records being duplicates, and these probabilities are compiled to 
give scores for these matches. These potential duplicates can then be sorted either by these probabilities or by 
blending these probabilities with other quantitative data, such as the sales or the customs declarations of a 
taxpayer, all with the aim of prioritizing the efforts of the users performing the deduplication. By working first 
with the pairs that have the highest impact, The Paradox Box™ effectively maximizes the returns on these 
efforts. 

 

Resolving a duplicate TIN or investigating an irregularity in the registration data can be time consuming. The 
Paradox Box™ can be configured to facilitate this when appropriate by assigning a TIN resolution case to an 
Officer. The system allows the configuration of workflows having multiple steps and with approvals and logic 
branching, if necessary, all with the aim of standardizing how resolution of the case is conducted. 

 

The Paradox Box™ gives a unified view of all the cases assigned to an Officer. This ensures no case is forgotten. 

Duplicate: Similar names 
but different TINs 

Multiple Potential duplicates with 
more or less similar names 

Ability to assign this case to a 
Tax officer 

Total Number of 
duplicates detected 
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The Tax or Customs system can be interfaced with The Paradox Box™ in order to prevent new duplicates from 
being registered. Alternatively, it can itself serve as the main registration module. 

 

Through the workflow, 
it enables the Officer to 
go through all steps of 
the registration in an 
orderly matter with 
links to all types of 
taxpayers and it 
permits the addition of 
identification 
documents, to get the 
necessary approvals 
before the system 
generates the new TIN. 
These TINs may stay in 
The Paradox Box™, or 
be automatically 
transferred or be directly created in the system of the organisation (Tax, Customs, or One-Stop-Shop). 

 

A new registration entry in The Paradox Box™ is validated using its algorithms to scan for possible existing 
matches, indicating that the taxpayer may have already registered.   
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Risk-Based Audit 
The Paradox Box™ allows the tax department to configure a set of risk criteria as required. The criteria may vary 
according to the audit plan (e.g. taxpayers’ segmentation: small, medium, large). A weighting can also be 
assigned to each criterion. 

Criteria can be fed by data from third party systems, or by simple upload of data (e.g. from Excel files). Both 
channels can co-exist if the data resides in separate places. In a way, The Paradox Box™ acts as a data warehouse 
where data is centralised and criteria calculated. Calculations are updated as new data comes in. 

An example of such audit risk criteria within The Paradox Box™ follows. 

 
 

The results of the calculations are displayed using a color code (e.g. red implies a high risk). The user can filter 
the results, or export data, as seen below.  

 

  

Possibility to export 
in MS Excel 

 

Filters for differents 
views 

 

Priorisation of taxpayers 
using a color code 
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Workflow and Case Management  Audit & Collection 
The Paradox Box™ allows the configuration of 
any number of workflows. Workflows are 
structured processes with embedded roles and 
responsibilities. This forces the standardisation 
of structured processes and ensures approvals 
are indeed given by the appropriate users, hence 
reflecting the department’s supervisory 
structure.  

The Paradox Box™ clearly displays workflow 
mapping steps, so that they can be reviewed and 
configured in a user-friendly manner, as seen in 
the following screen sample. 

While workflows are especially used for audit 
and collection cases, any number of tax 
processes can be configured for example, for 
registration, for enforcement, etc. 

 

 

 

 

Each step of the workflow contains specific instructions 
to the users on what they should do. Users can also 
capture data on the step, upload working documents 
(that can be reviewed by their supervisors in later 
steps) and enter the time spent on each step for 
performance measurement and workload 
management. 
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The system allows the configuration 
of workflows with multiple steps, with 
approvals and logic branching if 
necessary, all with the aim of 
standardizing how the case is 
conducted. Supervisors can approve 
or reject steps so work is validated as 
it progresses in the workflow.  

 

Additional information can also be 
captured by the Supervisor in the case 
to facilitate the monitoring and/or 
adding instructions to Tax Officers. 
 
Cases are assigned to a Team Leader 
(or anyone else in the hierarchy) and 
to one or more Auditors or Collectors. 
As cases move from one step to the 
other within the workflow, they also 
move from one user to the other (e.g. 
from the Auditor to the Team Leader, 
back to the Auditor, etc.). This allows 
both the manager (in this case the 
Team Leader) and the 
Auditors/Collectors to know at any 
point in time if they have to take 
action by looking at the Case 
Management page which displays a 
centralized view of all cases, their status, the Tax Officer to which they are assigned, steps in the case process, 
etc.  
This allows active management of cases by the tax department, as seen below. It is also possible to have 
automatic alerts configured so users are prompted when they need to take action.  
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Dashboards  Performance Indicators 
The Paradox Box™ comes with a full suite of 
dashboards and management reports. These 
are configurable to the needs of the tax 
department. Any dataset can be devised in 
The Paradox Box™, using data from one or 
multiple systems. Datasets can be displayed, 
including ratios, comparisons (quantitative or 
qualitative), etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is possible to create reports of the collected data 
rolled up to any level of the hierarchies, with the 
indicators either aggregated or disaggregated. A 
variety of representations can be used for this 
reporting, including standard logic model layouts 
used by the tax department, as well as flat 
representations suitable for export and use in 
spreadsheets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Paradox Box™ also provides 
managers specialised 
dashboards, for example for the 
monitoring of audit and 
collection performance. These 
visually display the overall risk, 
the progress of the audit plan, 
the additional revenue 
generated, etc. For example, 
the following figure shows the 
global distribution of risk posed 
in a risk matrix (areas: Risk level 
versus Impact Level). The user 
can then click on a dial for a list 

of specific entities to analyse more closely and, eventually, audit.  



For more information, or for a demo 
of The Paradox Box ™, please contact: 
info@c2dservices.com 
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